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Abstract
Continuous speech stream has recently been proposed as
a rich source of information as a user input. However, errors
in automatic speech recognition (ASR) are often consid-
ered an obstacle in broadly adopting these techniques for
practical use. In this position paper, we argue that continu-
ous speech stream can be used as a rich source of input,
for example, in idea generation meetings. As a case, we
present an unobtrusive interactive display called Inspira-
tionWall, which tracks the ongoing discussion and proac-
tively proposes search terms related to the discussion top-
ics. Through the case, we show that even imperfectly inter-
preted speech can enrichen and facilitate idea generation
and bring new insights to the conversation. Based on this
result, we discuss the possibility of using the principle of
randomness in design for enrichening the interaction with
ASR-based systems.
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Introduction
Collaborative group activities such as idea generation ses-
sions usually comprise vivid discussion, encompassing
themes and phrases relevant for the goal of the activity.
In such settings, it is typical that the participants also mo-
mentarily engage in collaboratively searching for related
information via Web-mediated resources [4]. A way to facili-
tate these collaborative search efforts would be to utilize an
automatic speech recognition (ASR) engine to proactively
mine search keywords from the group conversation.

In this position paper, we address the use of continuous
speech stream as a resource in the social setting of cre-
ative idea generation and collaborative search. Through
a case of InspirationWall, an unobtrusive display showing
keywords tracked from the ongoing conversation, we dis-
cuss how even incorrectly recognized phrases can spice up
and facilitate the group discussion and foster idea generation.

Fit with the Workshop Topic
The position paper fits perfectly within the scope of the
workshop. The paper addresses a relatively new point of re-
search, the continous speech stream as an input resource.
The paper dwells in the intersection of speech recognition
and interaction design, and, through an exemplary design
case, envisions a new way of using ASR imperfections for
interactive systems to foster social creativity. In the work-
shop, we hope to invoke discussion on the topic of random-
ness in design of ASR-based interactive systems.

Continuous Speech Stream as Input Resource
McMillan, Loriette, and Brown [7] recently proposed contin-
uous speech stream (CSS) as a “a rich resource for iden-
tifying users’ next actions, along with the interests and dis-
positions of those being recorded”. They envisioned CSS
as an input to a rich set of personal applications [7], such

as pre-searching for information, memory aid, and track-
ing the activities of the user. This can be expanded also
beyond the single user to groups having a conversation,
for example, to proactively track and suggest search key-
words and recurring topics. When the group conversation
is monitored by ASR, it can be used to track potential key-
words, which then can be displayed to the group to facilitate
the search, or simply provide a visual record of spoken top-
ics. It is of course likely that the ASR will make recognition
errors, but it has previously been argued that imperfect ac-
curacy should not stop designing speech-based interfaces
[8] and that 100% accuracy is even unnecessary [9, 5, 3].

When CSS is considered as an input resource in a cre-
ative group setting, for example to track the conversation for
proactively suggesting search keywords, the output of the
recognition system can fall into three categories:

1. Correctly recognized words or phrases that are rel-
evant for the ongoing discussion. This is when the
ASR is working as expected and provides meaningful
output.

2. Correctly recognized words or phrases that are irrel-
evant for the ongoing discussion; for example, a joke
or unrelated comment by one of the participants. This
is when the ASR is working correctly, but the tracked
content is not necessarily relevant nor meaningful
considering the discussion.

3. Incorrectly recognized words or phrases. This is
when the ASR makes an error and provides unex-
pected output.

Category 1 keywords can clearly be directly useful in the
group setting for suggesting relevant search keywords or



themes for discussion. Category 2 keywords are likely not
useful as such and could even be filtered out by the system.
Category 3 keywords are seemingly noise in the output;
however, we argue that they can also be useful for creative
collaboration to facilitate out-of-the box thinking and cre-
ation of new ideas through the principle of randomness in
design [6]. In the following section, we demonstrate this
through a case of a system designed to facilitate collabora-
tive idea generation.

Harnessing Imperfections of ASR for
Serendipitous Design: Case InspirationWall
Creative ideas are often triggered by unexpected associa-
tions. In collaborative settings these associations are facil-
itated by social interaction and knowledge sharing. How-
ever, in such situations certain social processes such as
evaluation apprehension [2] may actually discourage people
to propose the most divergent and unexpected associa-
tions. The solution to that problem may come from a tech-
nology that automatically generates those divergent ideas.

InspirationWall [1] is an unobtrusive display that listens to
the conversation through continuous speech recognition
and expands the currently discussed topic with keywords
that relate to the conversation. Recognized sentences are
processed by an entity-based keyword suggestion system.
The returned keywords are then displayed as slowly cross-
ing the screen from top to bottom to progressively refesh
the displayed keywords and to provide a glanceable history
of recent keywords.

The system was evaluated with six pairs of non-native En-
glish speakers from different countries and cultures, with a
similar proficiency in oral English. Participants were given
the task to generate ideas for possible student projects on
a certain topic. Following a within-subjects design, we com-

pared a traditional idea generation session with no technol-
ogy involved with a session augmented by InspirationWall.
Results showed that InspirationWall contrasted the decay of
idea productivity over time, which is a typical phenomenon
in idea generation sessions [1].

Qualitative analyses of the video data examined the effect
of category 1 and category 3 keywords in the ideation pro-
cess. Those keywords were not directly shown to partic-
ipants, but were elaborated by the suggestion system to
generate related concepts. For example, the category 1
keyword “sleep” led to concepts such as “health”, “time”,
and “circadian rhythm”.

Category 1 keywords were generally appreciated by par-
ticipants, as they expanded the current topic of the conver-
sation with topics that diverged while still being related to
the conversation. These keywords helped generating ideas
while also provided users with confidence on the system
and its capability to understand the conversation. However,
the most unexpected associations seem to have been gen-
erated by category 3 keywords. The following transcript,
from a brainstorming session on possible projects involv-
ing wearable computing, provides an example of interaction
with a word generated from imperfect recognition:

Fragment 1 Transcript 1
P02: Suicide <reading a keyword from the screen>

(2.5)
P01: Water generator:: <reading>

Random sensory:: <reading>
P02: A sensor that informs the police or something...

<starts proposing an idea>
...I was just reading the word suicide
<explains where the idea comes from>

P01: I don’t think you can do much about it=



P02: (My idea it is that) it just informs the police
or your relatives that you are going to do
something crazy

P01: Maybe it could be useful for people with
depression
(Writes down the idea)

The fragment shows how the word “suicide”, which was
shown on the InspirationWall due to a recognition error, trig-
gered some unexpected associations among participants.
The idea generated then triggered another idea of a similar
wearable technology, but used in a different context:

Fragment 2 Transcript 2
P01: Ok, this one is a bit crazy <introducing

the idea>
P02: Ok.
P01: So: Every convicted person in a jail has

some kind of sensor, and by checking the
physiology of the person, the ambient noise,
and so on, aggregates the data of everybody
and compares it with the history, and it is
able to predict when there is gonna be a
riot, and allows the security people to know
(for example when) there is 80% chance,
or there is only 30% chance...

P02: I guess this can be related to this sensor
P01: <referring to the suicide prevention sensor

just ideated>
P01: Yeah!

(Writes down the idea)

Transcript 2, together with transcript 1, exemplifies the case
in which a single category 3 keyword generated a train of
thoughts that allowed participants to become more fluent
and to generate non-obvious ideas that were not consid-
ered in any of the other sessions of the experiment. Infor-

mal after-study interviews confirmed how both category 1
and category 3 keywords were considered important for the
experience, with divided opinions about which category was
the most useful.

Conclusion
Continuous speech stream can be used to infer context and
facilitate creative activities. Recent technological advance-
ments on ASR permit to obtain a level of accuracy never
experienced before, enabling a range of applications limited
only by imagination. However, the problem of recognition
accuracy will not totally disappear due to several reasons
including noise, mispronunciation, accent, etc. We propose
a model in which a certain amount of recognition errors
do not represent an issue, but instead contribute to pro-
vide a richer user experience. It is clear that the presented
case alone is not sufficient for exhaustively presenting the
potential of using ASR imperfections for positive results.
Nevertheless, we argue that the case provides encourag-
ing evidence for future studies on utilizing the principle of
randomness in design [6] when designing ASR-based inter-
active systems.

In the presented case, tracked keywords were simply dis-
played back to the participants. However, the system could
also easily be integrated as a front-end for a search en-
gine. In this setting, it would be interesting to examine how
ASR imperfections might prompt unexpected search at-
tempts and results to further facilitate out-of-the-box idea
generation.
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